*Political Campaign Internship*

Presented by Kaitlin McDermott
* About my experience

- Government and Politics and Psychology double major
- Junior year
- Interest in elections
- Interned on the Tom Wolf for Governor Campaign
- Pittsburgh, PA
- Unpaid
Intern Duties

- At least two phone shifts per week
- Canvassing on weekends
- Surveyed voters, answered questions, recruited volunteers
- Campaign 101 lessons, learned how the campaign process works
- Attend campaign events and interact with voters
Qualifications

• All majors welcome
• Strong phone and interpersonal skills
• Passion for politics
• Must be able to keep up with current events

What can I gain?

• Political connections
• Improved persuasive speaking skills
• Better understanding of how campaigns work in a real world setting
• Insight into the real issues that matter most to voters
Final Results - Wolf 54.9%, Corbett 45.1%